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town for the weekend, I'd suggest
doing what you can to get your

own little slice of heaven. If you've
ever seen the Mission Ballroom,
you know that it's a whole small

town all by itself, complete with a
saloon and a gallery (the gallery
runs out of town, since no one in

their right mind would miss that, so
the saloon pumps liquor out of the
back). There's a few motels, a few
campers, a general store, a motel

and a roadhouse. I suggest heading
over after the fireworks (no, not

tonight) and getting there a couple
hours before it opens. Then you

can camp in one of the back rooms,
or share with the campers or

whatever your preference may be.
It is the kind of place where you'd
feel right at home, and that's the
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best kind of home. 01 July 2009 A
fellow weenie was recently thinking

to himself about a pretty large
subject, which boiled down to the
fact that he really liked to spend a

lot of time killing things. So he
contacted a corporation called Safe

Haven and subscribed to their
services, which promised him

several years of continual
gratification by paying a monthly
fee. 06 May 2009 I was recently
able to snag a copy of the New
Testament for next to nothing,

thanks to someone in the
Bethlehem area giving up their old
Sunday school textbook as part of
their annual wardrobe cleaning. A

decade ago, when my mother died,
she left me an enormous box of
books she'd purchased during a
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family camping trip. As is
frequently the case, she bought

these with hard-earned retirement
savings, and they took a long time
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